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From Cisco’s H.264 Codec
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Editor’s Note: Brendan Eich, Mozilla CTO, posted on his blog about
Mozilla and the recent Cisco announcement about H.264. This is
reposted below:
As I noted last year, one of the biggest challenges to open source software
has been the patent status of video codecs. The most popular codec,
H.264, is patent-encumbered and licensed by MPEG LA, under terms that
prevent distributing it with open source products including Firefox. Cisco
has announced today that they are going to release a gratis, high quality,
open source H.264 implementation — along with gratis binary modules
compiled from that source and hosted by Cisco for download. This move
enables any open source project to incorporate Cisco’s H.264 module
without paying MPEG LA license fees.
We are grateful for Cisco’s contribution, and we will add support for
Cisco’s OpenH.264 binary modules to Firefox soon. These modules will be
usable by downstream distributions of Firefox, as well as by any other
project. In addition, we will work with Cisco to put the OpenH264 project
on a sound footing and to ensure that it is governed well. We have already
been collaborating very closely with Cisco on our WebRTC
implementation, and we are excited to see Cisco deepening their
commitment to the Open Web. Or, as Jonathan Rosenberg, Cisco CTO for
Collaboration puts it,

Cisco has a long-standing history of supporting and integrating
open standards, open formats and open source technologies as
a model for delivering greater flexibility and interoperability to
users. We look forward to collaborating with Mozilla to help
bring H.264
to the Web and to the Internet.
Here’s a little more detail about how things are going to work: Cisco is
going to release, under the BSD license, an H.264 stack, and build it into
binary modules compiled for all popular or feasibly supportable
platforms, which can be loaded into any application (including Firefox).
The binary modules will be available for download from Cisco, and Cisco
will pay for the patent license from the MPEG LA. Firefox will
automatically download and install the appropriate binary module onto
each user’s machine when needed, unless disabled in the user’s
preferences.
Interoperability is critical on the Internet, and H.264 is the dominant
video codec on the Web. The vast majority of HTML5 streaming video is
encoded using H.264, and most softphones and videoconferencing
systems use H.264. H.264 chipsets are widely available and can be found
in most current smartphones, including many Firefox OS phones. Firefox
already supports H.264 for the video element using platform codecs
where they are available, but as noted in my last blog post on the topic,
not all OSes ship with H.264 included. Provided we can get AAC audio
decoders to match, using Cisco’s OpenH264 binary modules allows us to
extend support to other platforms and uses of H.264.
While Cisco’s move helps add H.264 support to Firefox on all OSes, we
will continue to support VP8, both for the HTML video element and for
WebRTC. VP8 and H.264 are both good codecs for WebRTC, and we
believe that at this point, users are best served by having both choices.

Of course, this is not a not a complete solution. In a perfect world, codecs,
like other basic Internet technologies such as TCP/IP, HTTP, and HTML,
would be fully open and free for anyone to modify, recompile, and
redistribute without license agreements or fees. Mozilla is fully committed
to working towards that better future. To that end, we are developing
Daala, a fully open next generation codec. Daala is still under
development, but our goal is to leapfrog H.265 and VP9, building a codec
that will be both higher-quality and free of encumberances. Mozilla has
assembled an engineering dream team to develop Daala, including JeanMarc Valin, co-inventor of Opus, the new standard for audio encoding;
Theora project lead Tim Terriberry; and recently Xiph co-founders Jack
Moffitt, author of Icecast; and Monty Montgomery, the author of Ogg
Vorbis.
Cullen Jennings, Cisco Fellow, Collaboration Group, says:
Cisco is very excited about the future of royalty free codecs.
Daala is one of the most interesting ongoing technical
developments in the codec space and we have been contributing
to the project.
At Mozilla we always come back to the question of what’s good for the
users and in this case that means interoperation of copious H.264 content
across OSes and other browsers. We’ve already started looking at how to
integrate the Cisco-hosted H.264 binary module, and we hope to have
something ready for users in early 2014.
Watch this space for more exciting developments in WebRTC, Daala, and
open web video.
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